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EUSTIS DIRECTORATE POSITION STATEMENT -:

This report of a laboratory test program demonstrates a survivable design technique to
provide a redundant flight control system for an existing helicopter. The program consisted
of the application of a single-channel fly-by-wire (FBW) system, with a CH-47C helicopter
mechanical flight control system as a backup. This redundant system is designed to operate
automatically full-time with built-in protection against open failures of either control system.
Pilot action is not required to engage the FBW backup in the event of 23mm explosive
ballistic projectile damage to the existing mechanical system. Results of this contractual
effort demonstrated that the system was feasible without interfacing problems or degradation
of aircraft performance in the event of failure of either control system. However, additional
effort is required to define the details of a projected production configuration.

Mr. Stephen Pociluyko of the Military Operations Technology Division served as the
Technical Monitor for this effort. 4,
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* SUMMARY

The feasibility of a single-channel FBW linkage operating in
parallel with the existing mechanical system between the lower
and upper boost actuators was demonstrated. The key to thesystem's operation was the choice of a low gain differential

pressure feedback used in conjunction with mechanical system
*compliance to take up tracking errors between the system.

Important findings of this study beyond the feasibility of
demonstration include:

I. The FBW backup system does not degrade the mechanical
system performance and in some cases Enharces mech-
anical system performance.

2. Conservative failure testing substantiates that in
all c-ses MIL-H-85C1A failure requirements are met.

3. There is the desirability of automatic shutdown
after a 3-4 sec. delay to minimize the effects of a
passive FBW actuator failure.

4. An elimination of CH-47C lower bocst actuators
would be undesirable.

5. The system is totally passive and requires no pilot
action to have protection available.
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SNTRODUCT Q?

Tnhin study was conducted in support of the Aircraft Surviv-
ability Equipment (ASE) Required Operational Capability (ROC).
As ntated in the ROC, the ASE is needed for the CH-47C to
perform its planned missions by increasing its combat effec-
tiveness through reduction of the enemy's ability to hit,
damage, or destroy the CH-47C helicopter. Prior Government
analysis and contractor effort identified a fly-by-wire (FBW)
backup control system as a potentially effective concept for
reducing the ballistic vulnerability of the helicopter.

The purpose of the work performed under this contract was to
accomplish a laboratory demonstration of a fly-by-wire backup
flight control system for application to the CH-47C helicopter.
Specifically, tests, evaluations, and an analysis were con-
ducted to determine the feasibility of using an electrical
linkage as a backup to the existing mechanical flight control
system. Of primary concern was the interfacing technique
between the two systems which must allow no degradation of
performance during normal operation of the control system,
and must permit safe operation of the aircraft in the event of
a failure in either the mechanical or the FBW backup system.

A FBW backup control system meeting program objectives was
demonstrated. The concept is feasible for installation on the
CH-47C helicopter. Control system performance and ballistic
protection requirements can be met. The system defined under
contract was installed and evaluated on Boeing's "Iron Bird"
test stand with results substantiated in this document. Some
areas of further development are defined in this document
which will require additional effort to define details of
final production configuration.
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CH-47C VULNERABILITY REDUCTION
MODIFICATION PROGRAM, FLY-BY-WIRE

j BACKUP DEMONSTRATION

The CH-47C Vulnerability Reduction Modification Program, Fly-
By-Wire, was divided into four task elements. The required

~items for each of the tasks were as follows:

TASK I - FUNCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS INVESTIGATION

1. FBW System Function Requirements and Characteristics
Definition.

2. FBW Schematics and/or Block Diagrams.

3. Interface Technique Definition.

4. ATC DELS System Mcdification and Definition.

5. "Iron Bird" Test Rig Modifications.

6. Test Plan.

TASK II - SYSTEM INSTALLATION ON T'EST RIG

1. Modify "Iron Bird"

2. Modification and installation of one channel of existing
HLH ATC DELS.

3. Functional checkout of systems.

TASK III - TESTING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

1. Testing to determine the operational characteristics of
the mechanical system for use as a baseline (FBW backup
disconnected).

2. Testing to determine the performance characteristics of

the flight control system with the FBW backup connected,
using the various interfacing techniques investigated
in Task I, above.

3. Testing to determine the failure performance of the system
for open mechanical linkage before and after the mix, and
for passive and hardover failures of the FBW backup system.
Failure transients calculated to be in excess of the limits
described in MIL-H-8501A shall be defined, flight safety
criticality determined, and rationale presented.

4. An analysis of the results shall be made, the best inter- ij$
, facing technique determined, and the rationale presented.

15



5. Testing to determine the effects of depressurizing and
bypassing lower boost actuators on normal operation and
on FBW failed operation. Results shall be aralyzed to
determine the effects on flight control system performance
and flight safety relative to a FBW failure with no lower
boost in the mechanical control system.

;k TASK IV - SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

1. Qualitative assessment of results to include:

a. Identification of any major deficiencies/problemF
relative to potential development.

b. Reliability.

c. Maintainability.

d. Development.

e. Qualification.

f. Availability.

g. Cost.

This report discusses each of these areas and is arranged in
the order cited.

I{

"A
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FUNCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS INVESTIGATION

FBW SYSTEM FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS
DEFINITION

The following requirements have been established as the basis
for the FBW backup system.

-. The function of the backup FBW system
is to duplicate the capability of the mechanical
system from lower boost actuator output to upper

D boost actuator input (including SAS functions).
The system provides protection for open failures in
this area.

2. In accomplishing this function, tha backup system
shall not degrade the performance of the linkage
below that provided. by the mechanical system.

3. Failures of the backup system or the mechanical
system shall not degrade the flight safety of the
aircraft. Normal acceleration, angular velocity,
and allowable pilot delay on failure shall meet the
requirements of MIL-H-8501A.

4. Jam failures of the FBW actuator shall not result in 4
jamming of the upper boost actuator. Jams in the
actuator shall be cleared by a suitable latching
disconnect device. Once disconnected, the actuator
shall impcse negligible (less than 9 lb.) loads on

- the upper boost actuator input. Reset of tie
disconnect shall be by manual actuation of the reset
lever located at the disconnect.

5. Failure of the system shall not require a mission
abort; operation in hazardous combat areas without
the backup should be up to the discretion of the -
using agency. If inoperative, the system shall be
disengaged automatically or by pilot action in
response to a failure display.

6. The system shall operate full time unless disengaged
and shall not require pilot action to achieve protec-
tion for open failures.

7. Upon installation of the backup system, ant4i-jam
devices such as described in Boeing Vertol Document
D210-10991-1 should be taken to reduce the chance
that open failures could result in jdmming of the
mechanical control runs. Figure 1 shows the p-.o- '
posed method of retaining control rods at points
where they pass through structure. (It is

>24 1I



recommended that these methods be included in the
cost of installation of the backup system.)

*I

/ STRUCTURE

ZONE B t'r' ZONE A

+ +4

IISLEEVE/

Critical length of push rod.
This length is equal tz two
times control motion travel.

NOTE: Breaks over Zones A or B will
not jam on structure as struc-
ture will form a suprport fo;-
broken push rod.

~"IN

11

FIGURE 1. CONTROL ROD RETENTION CONCEPT
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FBW SCHEMATICS AND/OR BLOCK DIAGRAMS

The system under test is a modification of the triplex direct
electrical linkage system tested as part of the HLH Advanced
Technology Component Development Program. The system was
tested on the "Iron Bird" and test flown for 315 hours in the
Model 347 helicopter to demonstrate concepts to be used in the
HLH. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the system as installed
Hand tested on the "Iron Bird" test stand.

Mechanical Path

One axis of pilot control is shown on Fi-ure 2 as it passes
through the mechanical mixr and fans out to control the for-
ward and aft rotors via upper boost actuators. The complete
system accepts longiuudinal, lateral, directional and colle -
tive pitch control.

Each cockpit control operates each upper boost actuator via the
mechanical mixer. For example, if the pilot increases collec-
tive pitch, all four upper boosts extend. If he puts in right
lai:eral stick (commanding a rolling maneuver), the forward and
aft left-hand actuators extend 1-nile the right-hand actuators
retract.

The upper boost actuators control the blad.e pitch by inputs
to the stationary swashplate, which, in turn, positions the
rotating swashplate which drives the blade pitcn change linkage.

Pilot input to the mechanical mixer is via the lower boost

actuator. The lower boost reacts fricticn loads in the mech-

anical system and prevents forces generated by motions of the
Stability Augmentation System (SAS) actuators from feeding
back to the pilot controls. The lower boost is supplied from
two hydraulic sources.

The SAS actuator accepts signals from the SAS electronics unit
T and produces motions appropriate to damp external disturbances

and stabilizes aircraft rate and sideslip response. The actu-
ator is dualized, consisting of two identical units bolted
together. The actuator forms part of the series linkage at
the output of the lower boost and is called an "extensible
link". Dual actuators are normally instailed in the longitud-
inal, lateral, and directional control axes. In collective
pitch, there is a control rod in place of the actuator.

For convenience in setting up the system for demonstration in
the program, single actuatorb were installed in the longitudinal

a+ and directional axes only. T'iese two axes span the range of
control sensitivity. Longitudinal is the least sensitive axis

,(upper boost motion/stick motion is approximately 1/10), while
directional is the most sensitive (upper boost motion/pedal

19,I :- , e4++
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Wmotion is approximate.y 1/1). Operation on single system is
adequate to demonstrate interfacing of the SAS with the backup
fly-by-wire system.

Electrical Path

The electrical path begins at the Stick Position Transducer
(SPT) which is attached to the cockpit control linkage. The
transducer is a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT)
which is excited with 26 VAC, 1800 Hz and produces an AC output
proportional to control displacement. In the existing HLH ATC
system, the transducers were located in the heater compartment
aft of the pilot's station. For fly-by-wire the output
to the mechanical system was disconnected at the lower boost
input. For a production fly-by-wire backup, the SPT would be
mounted on the lower boost actuator where it could be protected
by the same armor necessary to protect the lower boost.

The additional linkage imposed by the 347 configuration
posed a more difficult problem in achieving system trackingI because looseness and deflection of this linkage (particularly
on stops) causes mistrack between the two systems. Therefore,
tracking results of the demonstration will be conservative
relative to that achieved in production.

The Electronic Control Unit (ECU) accepts signals from SPT and
from the SAS. It performs the same mixing functions as the
mechanical mixer. It also performs the function of the SAS
actuator (namely, summation of SAS and pilot command motions).

Motions of the SAS actuator are used to generate the SAS inputs
to the fly-by-wire. Signals produced by a position feedback
LVDTr on each of the actuator sections are intercepted and sent
to the ECU as well as to the SAS. The signals are received on
balanced buffer inputs to preclude interaction of tbe systems
which could affect SAS performance.

Actual SAS actuator motions were selected for the fly-by-wire
input rather than the actuator command signals so that tracking
of the systems would not be compromised by the SAS actuator's
failure to respond to input command. An erroneous shutdown of
fly-by-wire could occur if the SAS actuator failed to respond
while the fly-by-wire did. Under the selected arrangement, the
fly-by-wire exactly tracks the SAS even subsequent to SAS failure.

A second major function of the ECU is to control the fly-by-
wire actuators which form the output of the backup channel.
In production, these actuators would be connected at the final -
bellcrank driving the upper boost input.

The functions of the ECU are more fully described in the
following detail diagrams.
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Mixing--Eigure 3 shows details of the interface with the SPT,
SAS and mixing. Functions shown are those present in the ATC
hardware. Axis and cumulative lateral limits are analogous
to those found in the mechanical system.

The longitudinal inputs are dualized. This is necessary so
that failures can be detected without need to develop forces
between the electrical and mechanical linkages. Failure test-
ing, discussed in a later section, shows that deflections
caused by longitudinal axis failures could be excessive rela-
tive to failure acceptance criteria. The reason deflections
are critical for longitudinal axis is its low sensitivity.
Full stick travel amounts to +.6 in. of upper boost travel;
mechanical system deflections can be a significant part of
that travel.

The various axes command signals are summed at the actuator
mixer amplifiers; the output ot the amplifier represents the
actuator position command signal.

Servo Loop--Figure 4 shows how the command is used to control
actuator position.

In the HLH ATC, the signal path from input to servo actuator
command was dualized so that there was an active and model
servo loop card. The two cards shown in Figure 4 represent
the parts of the two cards retained for the backup system.
The former "active card" (now "servo") includes the elements
used to control the actuator while the former "model card"
(now "logic") contains the elements necessary for failure
monitoring. In production, the functions shown would be
incorporated on a single circuit card. The ECU would contain
four identical cards.

The servo card accepts an input from the mixer and sums it
with a signal from the actuator ram position LVDT to form a
position error signal. When the actuator ram equals the
commanded position, the summed output is zero. The position
error signal is passed to the servo amplifier where it is
summed with the output of the differential pressure transducer.

The differential pressure transducer measures the output force
of the actuator and is used to modify the stiffness of the
actuator and to detect force fights between the mechanical and
electrical paths. Details of the failure detection will be
discussed later. (See Figure 5.)

The servo amplifier output is a current signal which positions
the two-stage, Electro-Hydraulic Valve (EHV) spool in a pro-
portional manner. The EHV controls hydraulic fluid to the
actuator ram in proportion to its spooi position. The
ram output velocity, in turn, is proportioned to its
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44input flow. The result is that ram velocity is proportional =

to servo amplifier current output.

The two-stage electro-hydraulic valve pressure response is
normally very abrupt. If the ram is stalled, a small change
in input current will produce a large change in output
pressure. This high pressure gain means that a small error
between the two systems could result in a full pressure force4
disparity.

The differential pressure signal is used to modify the actua-
tor pressure gain by negative feedback. Figure 6 shows the
effects of the feedback. If EHV output pressure tries to
change, the transducer sends back a signal which subtracts
from the input. It takes more input to produce the same valve
command; therefore, the pressure gain is reduced.

Actuator Control Logic--All failures that require shutdown of
"-,.- the actuator make inputs to the shutdown logic. The logic

output acts via a relay to supply 26 VAC power to the hydraulic
shutoff valve. Power is maintained on the valve in the absence
of a failure. The ATC system employed dual shutoff valves
which were connected hydraulically in series; loss of power to
either valve -ould remove hydraulics from the actuator. Dual
valves were used to provide a high probability of removing.
hydraulics from all three systems simultaneously if reversion
to mechanical backup was required. In the backup fly-by-wire,
a single shutoff valve will provide adequate performance.

For the test program, shutoff of the valve driven by the servo
card was prevented by jumpering the control relay. Shutoff
via the second valve was contzolled by the manual/auto dis-
engage select and via the manual ON-OFF switches. These
switches allowed evaluation of automatic versus manual shut- 4

down in the presence of system failures.

The system is reset by momentarily overriding the shutdown
logic. This allows hydraulicG to be i'eapplied to the actuator A
and if no failures are present, it will remain engaged; other-
wise, it will shut down again. The length of the reset pulse
i approximately 0.150 second.

Failures in the electrical path are detected primarily by
monitoring of differential pressure at the actuator. If the
systems track perfectly, there would be no steady-state force
output from the actuator. To the extent that the systems
mistrack, there will be a steady-state force output. The

N -mistrack chen is a measure of the performance of the electrical
- , system. The amount of mistrack allowed depends on the spring

=rate of the mechanical system and the differential pressure
gain of the fly-by-wire actuator.
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A failure is declared when the steady-state pressure reaches
a level slightly below tha saturation force output of the
actuator. Figure 6 shows how varying the differential pressure
feedback gain and reducinu force output gain can allow for
more error.

(Reducing the actuator ,utput force characteristic, how-
ever, has the undesi-ble characteristic of increasing
the hysteresis effect in the actuator output charac-
teristic. The actuator is, in effect, driving through
a spring characteristic as shown in Figure 7. When
driving against a friction load, the spring must de-
flect enough to overcome breakout friction; this
results in a hysteresis effect in the output.)

Because of criticality of longitudinal axis, dualized inputs
are compared, and if the difference exceeds a prescribed
threshold, the actuators are shut down.

Since the differential pressure transducer is the basic ir., at
to the force fight monitor, its failure could result in inabil-
ity to detect subsequent force fights. Its output LVDT is
monitored for shorts, opens, or loss of excitation by a self-
monitoring scheme used in the HTLH ATC system.

Figure 8 illustrates the method used. The LBDT secondary
winding voltages are summed and passed through a threshold
circuit. if operation is normal, the sum of the secondary
voltage should be constant regardless of LVDT position. If
the LVDT has an open or short to ground, the output will go
down; if it has a short to power, the output will go up. W.hen-
ever the sum voltage deviates from the range allowed by normal
tolerances, the associated actutor is shut down. The scheme
also serves as a monitor for AC power to the ECU and connection

of electronic control unit and FBW actuator cabling.

The presence of each derived box power supply is checked where
its failure does not cause direct shutdown of the actuator. A

The hydraulic power supply monitor provides two functions:

1. It indicates that the actuator has lost hydraulic
power for some reason. It could be a supply failure,
line failure, loss of drive to the shut valve or
valve internal failure.

2. it provides a latch so that after shutdown for any
failure, the system cannot reengage without pilot
action to reset. This means that if there is a
transient failure, the system cannot keep cycling
on and off.
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In the ATC hardware, loss of pressure was indicated by driving
the differential pressure hardover with a spring force which
was balanced by hydraulic pressure when it was applied. The
hardover condition was beyond the normal range of operation
with pressure on, so that a definite indication of pressure loss
could be obtained. The ATC transducer also incorporates a
valve to bypass the RAM cylinders when pressure is lost.

Auxiliary contacts on the shutdown control relay are used to
operate the lamp indicating ELECT LINK FAIL on the control
panel. In production, a second lamp integral with the engage-
disengage switch will indicate system off.

Failure Detection Built-In Test--Means used to detect active
failures of the backup fly-by-wire and its power supplies viere
described in the previous section. To assure that these de'ec-
tors are not themselves failed, it is necessary to test them
periodically by inducing system failures and noting that the
failure detection can properly detect these shutdowns and latch
the appropriate actuators.

This function is accomplished by the built-in-test capability

of the ECU. For the demonstration system, manually operated
inputs were provided to stimulate the force fight detector, the
longitudinal comparitor, and the differential pressure LVDT
self-monitor; operation of the manual inputs causes shutdown,
and operation of the hydraulic pressure loss detector is noted
by the continuation of shutdown when the original stimulus is
removed.

Formal test of the DC power monitor is not necessary since it
involves components whose failure would result in a shutdown;
secondarily, they are so simple that the adding of components to
check would be counter-productive.

INTERFACE TECHNIQUE DEFINITION

Two basic techniques are available to take up errors between
the mechanical and fly-by-wire backup systems during normal
operation.

Mechanical Slaved to Electrical (L-gure 9)

Errors may be absorbed in the spring rate and backlash of the
mechanical system. For this case, the fly-by-wire output
spring is made very stiff, and the fly-by-wire controls the
upper boost position within the limits allowed by mechanicalsystem compliance. This approach will give the best system

fidelity since the effects of spring rate and backlash in the
mechanical system will be eliminated; overall response can be
improved. Note that springs have been added to the existing
system to preload out the backlash. These springs were added
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on the CH-47B when the pitch attitude stabilization function
was introduced. With -%ttitude stabilization loops operating,
the backlash in the existing mechanical system caused a limit
cycle oscillation in the pitch axis.

This method is limited by the spring rate of the mechanical
system (approximately 300 lb/in, at the boost input), and by
the allowable output force of the fly-by-wire actuator. For
example, if a force limit of 50 I1 is selected, the allowable
mistrack would be .167 in. If this displacement is not
sufficient, either the mechanical system must be further
softened or the second approach must be used.

Electrical Slaved to Mechanica, (Figure 9)

The second approach available is to introduce compliance in the
electrical path. This may be accomplished by using differen-
tial pressure feedback or by introducing a spring in series
with the fly-by-wire actuator output. Depending on the level
of the spring rate, this method degrades the performance
improvement that can be achieved with electrical control as
the primary control. In addition, the spring characteristic
will be present for the open condition.

The method selected for the demonstration system employs the
differential pressure feedback available in the ATC hardware.
Investigations were made with no differential pressure feed-
back and with feedback at various gain levels. The objective
was to achieve acceptable static and dynamic performance while
maintaining force fights at a level to prevent nuisance disen-
gagements.

Another part of the system investigation centered on the need
to shut down following failure of the system. Criteria used
for judging the need to shut down included: failure transient
magnitude and control limitations with a failure present.

=ATC DELS SYSTEM MODTFICATION DEFINITION

Changes to the ATC DELS were those determined to be necessary
to reconfigure the system to the configuration defined in
previous sections of this report. These changes included the
following items:

1. Eliminating failure monitors no longer required.

i £ 2. Creation of the force fight detector from availablei ! . ' , -  circuitry.

3. Provision for changing differential pressure feedback
gains and switching feedback on and off.
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4. Provision to allow selection of automatic or manual
shutdown on failure.

5. Provision for built-in-test inputs.

6. Provision for SAS inputs.

Mod-ifications were accomplished by General Electric Aircraft
Equipment Division (the original manufacturer of the equipment).

To limit costs, the existing swashplate driver actuators were
not modified, although it should be recognized that their
friction is higher (because they are triplex) than could be
achieved with a production design. The residual friction
tends to degrade performance for the fly-by-wire with differ-
ential pres3ure feedback and fly-by-wire disengaged case;
therefore, results achieved will be conservative relative to
expected production configuration.

Another limitation of the existing swashplate driver actuator
(SDA) is that piessu.ce measurement is limited to +200 +50 psi;
therefore, the force fight failure detect level must bi limited
to the measurable range. This limitation meant that the fail-4
ure detect level was set lower than would be necessary in pro-duction, making nuisance trips more likely.

IRON BIRD TEST RIG MODIFICATIONS

At the start of the backup demonstration program, the flight
control test rig (Figure 10) was configured for pure fly-by-
wire operation, except that some of the triplex system cables
had been removed to support fabrication of the HLH prototype
test stand. A detailed description of the test stand can be
found in Boeing Vertol Document D301-10199-1. Areas of
activity to reconfigure the test stand included:

1. Reconfigure and reinstall one channel of system
wiring as shown in Figure 11. The test control
panel and interface with the SAS were the major
changes. (Details are in Appendix F.)

2. Modify the test stand to provide for installation of
the control unit and ranels (Figures 12 and 13). The
existing DELS preflight test set, which provides
access to the system parameters, was installed along
with the original DELS status panel (modified for -
single channel operation). All necessary circuit

9V "breakers and switching were consolidated at the side
2 of the stand.

3. Reinstall and wire a single SAS system including
single actuators in longitudinal and directional axes. !
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4. Reconnect the mechanical linkages at the lower boost
actuator input and at the swashplate driver actuator
input.

5. Reactivate and recalibrate upper boost position
measuring instrumentation. Other system parameters
were available at the DELS preflight test set.

6. Connect the swashplate driver actuator to hydraulic
channel 3 and reduce system inlet pressure to 750
psi (Figure 14). Reinstall hydraulic system compon-
ents which had been removed to support fabrication of
the HLH Prototype test stand. System pressure was
reduced so that the mechanical system could overcome
FBW failures. The level selected was compatible with
proper operation of the system electrohydraulic
Valve; however, the resulting actuator output force
was higher than that compatible with a directional.
axis hardover; actuator force will be reduced for
production (93 lb versus 50 lb). For this reason,
all failure results are conservative.

TEST OUTLINE

The required outline entitled, "Test Outline, CH-47C Fly-By-
Wire Backup Demonstration (Laboratory)", dated October 6, 1975,
is reproduced in Appendix A, with principal sections outlined
below.

Mechanical System Checkout

Balance cockpit controls, check force feel and check for
friction in the mechanical system.

Stability Augmentation System Checkout

Check per normal response to test inputs. Check interface with
fly-by-wire for gain and phasing.

Electrical Linkage Functional Checkout

Engage fly-by-wire, check for normal response to inputs and
built-in-test. Adjust tracking with mechanical system. Record V
baseline mechanical system data.

Electrical/Mechanical Performance Evaluation I

Take data with and without differential pressure feedback gain
and shaping. Evaluate response to failures. Select most -
desirable system configuration. Demonstrate system to
customer.
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FLY-BY-WIRE BACKUP CObr',JL
SYSTEM INSTALLATION ON TEST RIG

MODIFY "IRON BIRD" TEST RIG

Modifications defined in "Iron Bird" Test Rig ModificationDefinition section were incorporated into the Boeing tast rig.

.A MODIFICATION AND INSTALLATION OF ONE CHANEL OF EXISTING HLH

ATC DELS

Modifications identified in ATC DELS Modification Definition
section were accomplished under subcontract by the General
Electric Company. General Electric data on these modifications
and their test results is included in Appendix B.

FUNCTIONAL CHECKOUT OF INSTALLED SYSTEM

All functional chec.kouts were accomplished in accordance w kth

the Test Outline-, Appendix A. Results of these tests are
summarized below.

Mechanical System

Cockpit controls were balanced by addition and deletion of
weights per D347-10095-1.

System and actuators were checked for looseness and binding.
The only problem found was excessive friction at the forward
left upper boost input. Initial friction of ±10 lb was reduced
to ±5.5 lb. Friction resulted from ingestion of dirt into
valve clevis area because laboratory actuators are not fitted
with protective boots.

A qualitative check of the cockpit force feel was made:
i!!1 . Two centering springs were adjusted to minimize

deadzone, and adjustments were made to the magnetic
brake stops. The pedal magnetic brake was moved to
clear an interference.

2. Voltage suppression diodes were added acr-oss the

magnetic brakes to prevent interference with the
S-DELS failure display during switching.

Stability Auqmentation System

V ° Response to SAS test switch inputs was verified.

i-e Response to sinusoidal inputs was measured in the longitudinal
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and directional axes. A typical response plot for these tests
is shown in Figire 15. Other plots are shown in Appendix D.
Responses are in terms of i-W input uf voltages. These

* responses are considered typical and serve as the baseline for
comparisons with fly-by-wire resp)nse.

The interface into the FBW Control Unit was checked, and
changes in phasing to assure proper polarity were made.

Hydraulic shutoff valves were checked. Diodes were added to
suppress interference with failure displays.

Electrical Link Functional

FBW Checkout--Initial functional checkout of the FBW with
mechanical system revealed the need to make some revisions to
the force fight comparitor and differential pressure feedback
switching.

Initiation of a failure causing a shutdown resulted in thedifferential. pressure signal going to the bypass position toindicate pressure loss (Figure 16). For one polarity of

failure (that which was in the same direction as the bypass in-
dication), shutdown was normal. For the opposite polarity of
failure, a cycling action occurred.

OUTPUT + VOLTAGE [ BYPASS INDICATION

(PRESS OFF)

NO FAIL

NORMALSENSING _DIFF. PRESS.

RANGE

g• !

_k FIGURE 16. DIFFERBNTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR OUTPUT
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When the output drove to the negative fail detect love!,

shutdown of the actuator was initiated. This caused the
differential pressure output to reverse and go through the
NO FAIL region toward the BYPASS point (Figure 16). When the
actuator entered the NO FAIL region, it reengaged and Delta
P differential pressure again headed towards the negative
fail detect point and the cycle repeated.

To overcome this problem, an electronic latching circuit was
added to the output of the force fight detector so that once
tripped, it was latched until the pressure signal went to
the BYPASS point.
A second probiem occurred when the actuator was reengaged

after shutdown.

When the actuator is shut down there is a large differential
pressure signal present because the sensor is in the bypass
state. This signal acts via the differential pressure feedback
to command an 3ffset between the fly-by-wire and the mechanical
system. When reset is initiated, two things happened:

1. There was an initial offset between the systems which
decayed as the differential pressure feedback went to
zero through the .5 sec lag in the differential
pressure feedback shaping.

2. There was a spurious force fight indication generated
by the initial pressure sensor offset.

These problems were overcome by switching off the differential
pressure feedback until the system was fully engaged. Response
to built-in test, pilot, and SAS inputs was normal.

Mechanical Stops--Adjusting the mechanical stops relative to
electrical limits was found to be difficult because there were
three sets of stops involved.

The mechanical mixer stops were coordinated with the electrical
limits, but this was not enough to prevent mistrack because of
the additional compliance between the stick position trans-
ducers, located on the right hand pilot's side, and the mechan-
ical stops on the left hand side. Separate axis stops near
the transducer had to be adjusted to coincide with the other
systems stops. As discussed previously, this problem is only
related to the test stand since in production the SPT would be
mounted on the lower boost actuator which is in closer proximity
to the stops.

Difficulties in adjusting stops lead to one decision for pro-
duction. There will be no separate stops in the electrical
system. That system will have range in excess of that required -

r." by the mechanical limits. Under this condition, there can be
i . i a force fight at the stops. ii
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Failure detection will be overridden when the system is near
the stops (i.e., 2/3 of full travel). This method has two
benefits:

1. Eliminates need for close cocxdination'of stops.

2. Removes the extreme travel condition, wherein themaximum mistrack and nonlinearity induced differences
can occur from failure detection circuits.

There is no compromise of safety since the pilot rarely, if
ever, gets to these extremes in flight for more than a few
seconds.

Trackin--Tracking of the electrical and mechanical systems
was checked with the swashplate driver actuators connected.
Tracking of the two systems was assessed by plotting swash-
plate driver actuator position versus axis command for dis-
placement over the full axis travel. Plots were made for
fly-by-wire engaged, differential pressure feedback OFF, and
fly-by-wire disengaged.

Significant gain errors were found in the directional axis
input. Figures 17 and 18 show the comparison of axis gain
before and after adjustment to reduce electrical system gain.
At this time, system stops had not been fully adjusted. Note
the extra travel achieved by the electrical system. This
results from deflection of the control runs to allow further
travel beyond the mechanical limits. Subsequent to these
plots, the gain of the electrical system was further reduced
and stops were adjusted to eliminate the overshoot at the
stops.

HIH ATC gains were based on nominal mechanical system kinema-
tics. Exact tracking of the systems was not critical in the
fly-by-wire program because either one or the other system
was controlling. Gain errors found in this program point to
the need for accurate assessment and analysis of gains and
allowable errors in the mechanical system so that accurate
tracking and compensation of the two systems can be achieved.

Another source of error is variation of mechanical system
position due to thermal expansion in the long mechanical
control run. Shifts of null between the two systems have been 4
seen on the test stand. The stand has a steel frame and
aluminum control rods. This means that differential expansion
will occur. Although these offsets have not been pinned down _

to thermal expansion, they point to the need to understand
thermal effects so that they can be considered in establishing
differential pressure feedback gains. In the aircraft we have
an aluminum fuselage with aluminum rod, so there is better
compensation for thermal effects.
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TESTING AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

All testing and performance evaluations were accomplished in
accordance with the Test Outline, Appendix A.

MECHANICAL SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

Static Characteristics

Mechanical System--Static characteristics of the mechanical
system were measured. Plots were made to show the performance
of each upper boost actuator in response to each axis input.
Sixteen plocs were made. Figures 19 and 20 are typical
of these. Note that the hysteresis is smaller for the small
amplitude displacement. This is because the system is moving
through a smaller change in friction and the preloading springs
are more effective. Note that the aft left response shows
slightly greater hysteresis. This is due to added compliance
and function in the aft run. The preloaded mechanical system
has good hysteresis characteristics. Early CH-47A aircraft
without springs had several tenths of an inch hysteresis.

Fly-By-Wire--Static characteristics of the fly-by-wire channel
were measured with and without differential pressure feedback
on. These tests were made with the actuators disconnected.
Figure 21 shows response for the forward right actuator. Note
that with differential pressure feedback OFF, there is no
measurable hysteresis in the response, while with differential A
pressure feedback ON, the hysteresis similar to that measured
for the mechanical system is present. The value of gain used
in this plot is that used for the HLH ATC Program. The final
value selected for this program was one-third the gain of the
HLH, so that the expected hysteresis is approximately one-
third that shown in Figure 20.

Figure 22 shows the response of the aft left actuator for
differential pressure feedback OFF. It is similar to Figure 21.

Dynamic Characteristics

Mechanical System--Dynamic characteristics of the mechanical
system were measured by making sinusoidal inputs to the long-
itudinal and directional SAS actuators. Magnitudes selected
represent approximately 10 percent and 20 percent of single
SAS authority.

The response to the larger input is shown in Figures 23 through
26. The response for the smaller input will be shown later,
superimposed with the data taken with fly-by-wire on.

The result shows good response for both axes; the
phase shift at low frequency is 10-15 degrees, and the
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amplitude response is flat within ±3 db out to approximately
10 Hz.

Since SAS stabilizing signals are in the order of .5 to 1.0,
the response is considered to be very good.

Fly-Bv-Wire--Unloaded fly-by-wire actuator response was meas-
ured to provide a baseline. Figure 27 shows response of the
forward right actuator with differential pressure feedback OFF.
The response is good. Low frequency phase shift is less than
10 degrees. The actuator accurately tracks the response of
the SAS actuator as shown in Figure 15. Deviation in response
occurs only at the higher frequencies.
Other mechanical system baseline data may be found in Appendix

D.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS WITH FBW CONNECTED

Differential Pressure Feedback OFF

Static Characteristics--Static characteristics similar to
those conducted for the baseline tests were operated with
differential pressure feedback OFF. Figures 28 and 29 show
response for collective pitch axis inputs. These are for simi-
lar conditions as shown in baseline data Figures 19 and 20.
Note the improvement in hysteresis, in particular, at the low
amplitude input. These data show the benefits to be derived
from use of a stiff fly-by-wire channel working against the
mechanical system compliance.

Differential Pressure Tracking--Figure 30 shows a time history
of actuator position and pressure response with no differential
pressure feedback. The force fight comparitor is set to trip
at ± 80 lb (t2.8 VDC). Note that the variation in pressure
approaches this limit. This variation shows the need to soften
the actuator output stiffness usiPg differential pressure feed-
back.

Dynamic Characteristics--Dynamic response with no differential
pressure feedback is shown in Figure 31, along with response
with two of the differential gain valves studied. Note that
the differential pressure feedback OFF plots show the best
phase response at low frequency. It is better than that
achieved by the mechanical system.

Differential Pressure Feedback ON V

Static Characteristics with Error--To assess the capability of
differential pressure feedback to allow greater error between
systems, plots such as Figure 32 were made.
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The plot shows the response in fly-by-wire actuator output
differential pressure and ram displacement to errors intro-
duced at the actuator servo input.

These plots were made for no differential pressure feedback
and for the two other gains considered.

Note that differential pressure builds up faster with no dif-
ferential pressure feedback. The failure dletect differential
pressure is set at 80 lb or 2.8 VDC.

Note that for this example plot, it takes -4.15 volts of error
to reach the trip point without differential pressure feedback
(Data Point[D ). If we transfer this error to the second
plot (Actuator Position versus input error), we find that the
FBW actuator has deflected .044 in. That is, an error equiva-
lent to .044 in. will trip the detector. This is a measure
of the spring rate of the mechanical system.

The increased error allowed by differential pressure feedback
may be determined graphically by projecting the input error
necessary to produce the trip pressure onto the no differen-
tial pressure actuator displacement curve. The difference
in actuator displacement is the increased error allowed by
differential pressure feedback. This is illustrated by data
points M, , [and[ on the curve.

Another way of assessing the effect of differential pressure
feedback is to calculate the equivalent stiffness of the
actuator as a function of differential pressure feedback gain.
The calculated and measured actuator stiffness compares favor-
ably.

The final step is to see how the capability to absorb errors
compares with the predicted errors. This is discussed later
after data substantiating the static and dynamic response with
the selected gain and performance with various failures has
been discussed.

Dynamic Response with Varyinq Differential Pressure Feedback--
Dynami.c response tests were used to select the differential
press-re feedback gain for the recommended approach. Inputs
to che longitudinal axis SAS were selected as the primary
criteria because these resulted in the small relative inputs
to the upper boost actuator.

The selected inputs of +10 percent and +20 percent single
longitudinal axis authority represent +.01.88 in. and +.0376 in.
equivalent upper boost commands, respectively. If dynamic
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response is good at these amplitudes, there will be no problem
with other axes.

Figure 31 shows the dynamic response of the aft upper boost
actuator for variable differential pressure inputs including
no differential pressure feedback. The HLH ATC gain is the
highest gain studied. Note the additional phase shift and
attenuation at low frequency. The differential pressure feed-
back acts through a lag filter with a .5-second time constant
so that its effect is reduced at higher frequencies. Note
that, the selected gain plot gives slightly more ihase shift
at low frequency than the Delta P F/B off case. This amount
of phase shift and attenuation is deemed to be acceptable and
gives results which are comparable with the performance of
the mechanical system by itself.

Another gain (lower gain) closer to no Delta P feedback was
evaluated but discarded because the tendency to force fight was
higher than desired.

Static Performance for the Selected Differential Pressure
Feedback Gain--Figures 33 and 34 show typical static performance
for the selected differential pressure feedback gain.

Note that performance achieved is essentially similar to that
shown in the baseline data, Figures 19 and 20. Data for other
axes is shown in Appendix E.

FAILURE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Hardover Failures

Hardover failures of the fly-by-wire actuator were assessed
for their effect in producing a transient upset and additional
effects on static performance if they were not switched out.

Transient Effects--The aircraft disturbances for each type of
hardover transient are shown in Table 1. The disturbance isrelated to equivalent pilot control motion. If these motions
are within the SAS capability to compensate, the resulting
aircraft reFnonse, in the 3-second time delay required before
pilot action, will be small; if the disturbance exceeds the
SAS capability, it will require a system capable of removing
the failure rapidly or a deviation to the Military Specifi-
cation.

Actuator failures produce multi-axes disturbances in the air-
frame; but because of its low gain, the predominant effect is *

in the longitudinal axis. Axis failures are converted to equiv-
alent axis by dividing the failure amplitude by four (since the
input is to oniy one out of four upper boosts) and then
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converting back to equivalent axis displacements.

The only hardover failure considered critical relative to SAS
authority limits is that of the longitudinal axis. The ampli-
tude approaches dual SAS authority and the time delay will not
meet Military Specification limits. As stated previously, it
is recommended that the longitudinal input be dualized so that
failures may be detected without need to produce the deflection

,2beL-ween the mechanical and elecLrical systems necessary to trip
the force fight detector. The table shows performance with
dualized input.

Other hardover failures are within the capability of the SAS
to arrest within the required time delay. (Table 1)

Steady-State Effects--Static plots of the system response were
made to assess the effects on hysteresis that might occur if
the failure was not switched out.

Figure 35 shows the effect of collective pitch axis hardover
on the collective pitch input to the aft left actuator. Normal.
performance and an extend and retract hardover are shown. Note
that the displacment is primarily in the up direction. This is
because there was an initial force unbalance in the system
favoring that direction. Note that the hystereEis has increased
by a factor of five from 0.04 in. to 0.195 in. This magnitude
of increase in hysteresis would riot significantly degrade
performance except in the longitudinal axis.

Passive Failures 4

A second type of failure assessed was the system response to
>1 passive or "go dead" failures in the fly-by-wire channel. In

this failure the fly-by-wire wants to stay at zero and the
mechanical system must overpower it.

Figure 35 shows the effects on collective pitch axis. Note 4:
the distortion in response through the center of the curve.
Figure 36 shows the effect of an actuator failure on the direc-
tional axis input to the aft left actuator. The nonlinear
response is similar to that seen in Figure 35.

Figure 37 shows a time history response for collective pitchi ;. inputs and corresponding actuator motion. Note the attenua-
tion of response for the passive failure (in particular, on the
aft head) and the offset response for hardover failures.

Table 2 summarizes the attenuation resulting from various
axis passive failures.
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Fly-By-Wire Disengaged

When the fly-by-wire channel is disengaged, the mechanical
system must move the bypassed actuator. The resulting friction
load tends to produce additional hysteresis in the mechanical
system response.

Static Performance--The effects of a bypassed actuator can be
seen in Figure 36. The hysteresis increased from .063 in. to
.225 in. This increase would degrade mechanical system per-
formance slightly, but would have no flight safety impact. In
production, the friction of the bypassed actuator would be
reduced significantly, thus reducing the hysteresis effect.

Dynamic Performance--Figures 38 and 39 show the response for
pitch axis inputs to the aft left actuator with the fly-by-wire
bypassed. There is a significant attenuation and increase in
phase shift for these inputs. Data is somewhat erratic because

-the friction tends to vary with frequency. The longitudinal1axis is most sensitive to the hysteresis because of its low
sensitivity. Under these conditions the pilot might notice
some increased activity in the longitudinal axis SAS as it
worked through the friction produced/hysteresis. Effects on
other axes would be minimal.

This same condition was evaluated as part of the HLH ATC Program
when the pilots flew to check out the capability to revert to
mechanical backup. The pilots flew on mechanical with no SAS
and reported no significant problems in controlling the air-
craft. There was a slight increase in activiL- in the long-
itudinal axis because of the friction effects.

Open Failures

Response to system open failures at the stick boost output
(axis failures) and at the aft actuators was measured for the
longitudinal and directional axes.

Static Performance--Effects of open failures on system static
performance may be seen in Figures 40 and 41.

Note that in each case the only effect is a small increase in
hysteresis. This is probably due to the fact that the fly-by-
wire actuators must move against the friction and preload
forces normally carried by the mechanical system.

Dynamic Performance--Effects of system opens on dynamic perfor-WI . mance are shown in Figures 42 through 45. The effects of added _.

7- friction are most noticeable in the longitudinal axis
response. The larger zaplitude directional axis responsesNEW are good at the baseline mechanical system data as shown in
Figures 25 and 26.
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INTERFACE TECHNIQUE ANALYSIS

Selected Configuration

Based on the testing conducted in this program, a low gain
differential pressure feedback compensated configuration with
a longitudinal axis monitor and with delayed automatic shut-
down was selected for the following reasons:

1. Softening of the FBW sciffness is necessary to achieve
adequate compensation for mistrack between mechanical
and electrical FBW systems. The alternatives would
be to soften the mechanical system, which would further
degrade performance in the FBW disengaged case or
provide a completely self-monitored FBW channel so
that failures could be detected independently of force
fights. This would increase system costs.

2, At the differential pressure selected, the demonstra-
tion system shows performance which is comparable and
in some cases, superior to that achieved by the
mechanical system alone. Figures 46 through 53 show
dynamic performance comparisons for longitudinal and
directional axis SAS inputs of +10 percent and +20
per cent. For the small amplitude pitch axis response,
prformance of the FBW is superior on the aft head
herr the FBW can overcome the dead band in the mechan-
ical system which attenuates the small displacement.
Figures 33 and 34 show that the static response is com-
parable with the baseline shown on Figures 19 and 20.

3. A dualized longitudinal axis is recommended to mini-
mize the transient, especially for cases where one
SAS is off.

4. Automatic shutdown with a delay is recommended because
of the attenuation of response in the presence of a
FBW actuator passive failure. A time delay of from
3 to 4 seconds should be adequate to minimize nuisance to
trips due to dynamic inputs.

Actuator Stall Force Capability

For a production system, the FBW driver actuator force capa-
bility would be limited to approximately 50 lb relative to the
upper boost actuator input. This will ensure that the most
critical directional axis lower boost would be able to overcome
an axis hardover, assuming both flight control hydraulic boost
systems are functional. Normally, of course, the failure would
be shut down by the force fight detector. As noted previously,
this will reduce the failure effects seen in this demonstration
by a factor of 50/93 so that failure time delays will increase.
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Error Accumulation Vs. Compensation Displacement

Errors in tracking between the two systems result from gain
and null variations in each of the systems. Possible variations
have been estimated based on tolerances allowed for the elec-
trical channels of the HLH ATC and a quick check of tolerances
in the mechanical system. Null offsets of the mechanical
system with temperature remain to be evaluated.

In the HLH ATC the criterion used for failure detection level
was:

Failure Detect Level = 2 x the 3-sigma mistrack
between channels

The I-sigma variation between the systems can be expressed
as:

GELECELECTH
0 ELECT-MEC- = ELC 2 + aMECH{

Variation due to the electrical system tolerances is made up
of contributions from each axis and a null offset term as
shown in Table 3. A gain tolerance of 2 percent is assumed
for each axis input with an assumed null tolerance of 0.8 per
cent. These tolerances are assumed to be 3-sigma values for
each component of error. Thus the ac value is defined as:

( 3 0c)/3

The 1-sigma value for the combination may be expressed as:

GELECT = Kgc2/n

where n =number of components making up the combination. In

this case, n = 5 because we have 4-gain and 1-null contribu-
tions. We further assume that the mechanical system has s'imilar

tolerances. Based on the above, we calculate the 3-sigma
difference between the systems as:

3 018'LECT-MECH 3 3V2 Zc;W/5

where oc is 49.181x 10- 5 -in. 2 as defined in Table 3. By
the previous criteria then, the fail-detect displacement is:

FD = 2 x 3OELECTMECH

: solving for FD yields FD = .084-in. of upper boost displacement.This displacement must produce approximately the stall capacity

S- of the actuator (assumed to be 50-1b). Data shows that fric-
tion loads on the actuator may produce up to 25-lb force so
it is conservative to reduce the effective trip force to 25-lb. r '
The resulting stiffness required between systems is:

- - r-~ ~--90
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KEFF = 25/.084 = 298-lb/in.

Data taken during testing shows the stiffness at the FBW actua-
tor output with selected differential pressure feedback gains
to be as follows:

1. FBW Actuator Stiffness - 3,727-lb/in.

2. Aft Mechanical System - 751-lb/in.

3. Forward Mechanical System - 1,967-lb/in.

By combining the spring rates in series and relating to the
upper boost actuator input as a reference point, we get the
following effective stiffness between systems:

1. For *ard Head - 335-lb/in.

2. Aft Head - 167-lb/in.

These values compare favorably with the required stiffness of
298-lb/in. This means that there will be a low probability of
nuisance trips if the systems have the gains and nulls assumed.

There is some margin for further softening of the electrical
actuator stiffness without compromise of performance, because
the friction of the production actuator will be lower than that
of the actuator us in the demonstration system.

LOWER BOOST DEPRESSURIZATION AND BYPASSING TESTING

Normal Operation

Response of the system with longitudinal and lateral lower
boost actuators depressurized was evaluated. Longitudinal
response was normal. Lateral response forces were increased
with friction effects apparent in that the centering springs
failed to return the lateral stick to trim position when the
stick was released after being displaced.

FBW Off A_

Response with FBW off was degraded in longitudinal with
failure to return to trim after displacement. Lateral forces
were excessive and control would probably be lost.

Open Mechanical System and Driver Hardover

Due to the fact that system operation with the system connected
was not acceptable, there was no point in evaluating these
conditions.
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System Stability

There was no terdency to instability. Feedback of SAS inputs
to the cockpit controls through depressurized lower boost
actuators was apparent and annoying. Negative effects might
be minimized by reduci:.g system friction. Based on the above
results, it was concluded that this elimination of the lower

Av+  boost is impractical.
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SYSTEMS ASSESSMENT

Table 4 summarizes the impact of a FBW backup system install-
ation dn a CH-47C helicopter. Data reflects value originally
predicted under Contract DAAJ02-74-C 3052 and revised estimates
based on results of current contractual effort. Assessment
folloUs ground rules established in Boeing Vertol Document
D210-10849-1, "Design and Analysis of Vulnerability-Reduction
Measures for the CH-47j Helicopter".

PERFORMANCE

Data shown is based on Boeing document 114-PJ-7103, CH-47C
Model Specification, dated May 1974. The following notes
relate to the data shown:

1. Data is valid for either an internal or an external
load based on a 33,000-1b gross weight aircraft.
Effect of change is either on payload or on range for
a constant gross weight aircraft, not on both.

2. Agility is based on an ASE equipped aircraft flying at
a GW increase/decrease equal to the ASE equipmentLi weight.

3. Fuel flow rate is based on an ASE equipped aircraft

flying at a gross weight increase/decrease equal to
the ASE equipment weight.

RELIABILITY

The reliability analysis considered the impact of the changes
on maintenance reliability expressed in failures per flight
hour and mission/flight safety reliability in failures per
flight hour considering a 1-hour mission.

r MAIN~TAINABILITY
The maintainability analysis, which included unscheduled main-

tenance and scheduled inspection, estimated the effect of the
changes in ea'2h area. The unscheduled maintenance was measured
in man-hours expended per 1,000 flight hours and was determined

by applying the maintenance-malfunction rate (determined in the
reliability analysis) to the applicable current task times to
perform repairs. Scheduled inspection was measured in man-
hours per 1,000 flight hours and was determined by applying
the inspection frequency (p:ogressive phased-inspection concept)
to the task times outlined *Ln the inspection document. In
both cases, task times for new items or new requirements were
extrapolated from task times of existing similar items or
conditions.
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AVAILABILITY

. * The impact on operational availability is more difficult to
assess. Many variables enter into the computations influencing
operational availability such as flight profile, mission re-
quirements, local-command operational and maintenance proce-
dures, pilot judgments, etc., so that a realistic value is
hard to determine. However, this analysis does accurately
portray the trend the changes would effect. The operational-

availability value in this analysis is measured in percentage of

time the aircraft is available and represents only the amount
of increased or decreased maintenance downtime caused by
incorporation of the changes.

WEIGHT

Weight delta for the revised assessment was calculated as
follows:

ITEM CHANGE

1 1. FBW Backup 4- 70
System Instl.

i1 2. Delete Existing -246i Closet Armor

3. Add Armor(7.62mm threat level) + 48
Protection for
Lower Boost Actuators

NET CHANGE -128

COST

Revised cost estimates were based on cost figured under Contract
DAAJ02-74-C-0052 factored to reflect rate changes and new vendor
cost information based on the system as developed under the cur-
rent contract. The figures represent planning costs and have
not been worked through the normal estimating procedure at
Boeing.
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CONCLUS IONS

The feasibility of a fly-by-wire linkage operating as a backup
to the existing CH-47C Flight Control System was successfully
demonstrated.

A low gain actuator differential pressure feedback and mechan-
ical system compliance will be used to compensate for tracking
errors between the systems. The backup system does not
require any pilot action in obtaining open failure protection,
nor does it require any clutches for disengagement. This is
desirable, since it avoids compromising mechanical system
integrity.

Testing showed that mechanical system performance wes not
degraded, and in some instances was actually enhanced by the
fly-by-wire backup. Conservative failure mode testing indicates
that aircraft transients subsequent to control system failure
are predicted to be within MIL-H-8501A limvits. In most cases,
indefinite time delays are anticipated. The testing did
reveal the advisability of dualizing the longitudinal axes in
the fly-by-wire to minimize failure transients.

In addition, testing showed the desirability of incorporating
an automatic shutdown subsequent to passive fly-by-wire
actuator failure to minimize any handling quality degradation.
The program defined a potential production configuration which
can form the basis for life cycle cost assessment.
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RECOMMENDAT IONS

It is recommended that:

1. The life cycle cost of the fly-by-wire backup system be
assessed.

2. Assuming a favorable life-cycle cost assessment, a follow-
on program to develop and flight-evaluate a production
prototype be considered.1 3. Anti-jam devices be included with the tly-by-wire backup
to reduce the potential for broken controls resulting in
a jammed system,

'
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APPENDIX A

CH-47C FBW FEASIBILITY TEST OUTLINE

ABSTRACT

This test outline is submitted in fulfiliment of Contract
DAAJ02-75-C-0052, Paragraph F.!.a.6.

The objectives of this program are to conduct laboratory tests,
V- evaluation and analysis, to determine the feasibility of

utilizing an electrical linkage as a backup to the exi sting
mechanical control system on the CI-47C helicopter.

The modified 347 mechanical flight control system installed
on the 'iron bird" will be used for testing. A single channel
of the 347 ATC program Fly-By-Wire System will be used as the
electrical linkage."! < INTRODUCTION

The objective of this test outline is to define the tests
* required to:

(1) Determine the operational characteristics of the mech-
anical system for use as a baseline (fly-by-wire backup
disconnected at SDA).

(2) Determine the performance characteristics of the flight
control system, with the FBW backup connected, using the
electrical system slaved to the mechanical syste., and
vice versa.

(3) Determine the performance of the system for open mech-
Xanical linkage before and after the mix, and fox passive
Xand hardover failures of the FBW backup system.

(4) Determine the effects of depressurizing and bypassing
lower boost actuators on normal mechanical FCS operations
and on mechanical FCS with FBW failed,,

TEST OUTLINE

I. Mechanical System Checkout

A. Balance cockpit controls (mechanical controL3 to lower
boost, per D347-10095-1).

B. Check looseness and/or binding.

1. Disconnect each boost inpr.t.
Disconnect each swashplate drive actuator (SDA).
Disconnect each axis at szick boost output in turn.
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a. Check system for oxcessive friutlon, looseness,
or binding. Isolate source by disconnecti.ng
linkages as required, then correct problem.

NOTE: Friction at lower boost output should not
exceed 10-1b.

'2 2. Check friction of SDAs.

NOTE: Should not excekid 20-lb.

C. Couduct quantitative check of cockpit force "eel.

1. Identify and eliminate source of friction if
force feel i3 not acceptable.

2. Check proper operation of magnetic brakes.

II. Stability Augmentation System Checkout

A. Check for normal response to test switch inputs and
signal inputs.

B. Check and verify proper response to external pitch
and yaw inputs.

C. Check interface into Direct Electrical Linkage Control
Unit (DELCU).

D. Check proper response to hydraulic shut-off valve
operation.

III. Electrical Li:k Functional Checkout

A. Engage electrical system and check system response to:

1. Built-in-test (BIT inputs)

2. Delta P Feedback

3. Reset

. ;4. Pilot anO SAS Inputs

B, Adjust mechnical stops to be within electrical limits.

C. Check tracking of mechanical and electrical link with K
SDA disconnected. Chenge SDA electrical null to
correct for any mistract.

D. Run baseline static (X-Y plots) and dynamic frecuency Y,
response tests to verify the relationship of selected

Sinput control position to its related actuator output
positions. Record the following data:
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PA 1. S11T inputs to DELCU

2. SDA piston position

3. Upper Boost Actuator (UBA) positio.

'.V. Electrical/Mechanical Performance Evaluation

A. With SDA connected and delta P switch in "OUT" posi-
5tion, make an X-Y plot of input vs. output, and input

vs. delta P.

K. NOTE: Delta P should stay within ±150 psi (i.e., no force
fight comparitor trip).

1. Readjust null if necessary to keep force fight
comparitor from tripping.

2. Evaluate performance comparison in relation to
baseline data for improvelients in input/output
characteristics.

B. With Delta P F/B "IN", evaluate system static perfor-
~mance :

1. With circuit card P/N 292G333G2 S/N 72L0008
installed in forward right position, evaluate
static performance with various delta P gains and
shaping.

-.4

2. With delta P F/B "IN", adjust gain and shaping to
a,hieve the best static and dynamic characteristics.

a. Evaluate systetl performance with a mechanical
open.

b. To check for dead band effects, evaluate
system perfonance with delta P F/B "IN" vs.
delta P F/B "OUT".

C. Evaluate to determine the best system configuration of
TV.A. and IV.B. above, for the following failure.
conditions:

NOTE: Failures transients sha 1 not exceed MIL-H-850L
limits.

S. Failure Conditions

a. Hardover

,u- b. Driver go dead
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c. Open mechanical system before the mixer.

i. Open mechLihaical system after the mixer.

NOTE: Plot static perf,.jimance with the failures
in and with the SDA shut down,

2. Evaluate desirability of automatic shutdown as
compared with manual shutdown.

3. Evaluate ability of the force fight monitor to
detect each type of actuator failure.

D. Depressurize stick boost actators and evaluate ability
to control upper boost for:

1. Normal conditions

2. Driver go dead

3. open mechanical system before the mixer.

4. Open mechanical system after the mixer.

5. Dr-iver hardover.

6. Evaluate system stability and static performance
using pilot and SAS inputs. Evaluate impact of
SAS feedback to the pilot'I, controls.

E. Select the most desirable system configuration based
on the previous tests and record finzl data, showing:

1. Static and D, =mic Performance

a. ElectricaL --ink "ON"

b. Ele,'trical link "OFF"

2. Respon'se to failures

F. Conduct Boeing Vertol an,3 Customer demonstration of
the final configuration.
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL ELECTRIC DATA

REV A

VEM NO. CH 47 GE-01
tSOE'ING -GEN4ERAL. EL.CrT 111,11S FCS [ATE 19 Sentember 197

ZVENDOR ENG;INEERING 4i MORANDUM (VE!4) ___

To: Te Boeng Cop~In reply refer to

Phildelhia Pa. 19142c
Ttetin The L.c,1 Powell

Subject: to MOI ITIONTDE EUIENFOCH4
LBY-IR BA1U68MOSTATO

Reference: Pa 114

Attenion:R datPoel/2/7

modifi atn intucinsicuddhaebenp7prd

?lease review these instructions and direct comments to
the author as soon as possible in order to expedite the
completion of the modifications.

The mechanization shown in figure I of the BITE tests
(item 11.3 of the EWR) differs from that ir...icated in
the EWR. This mechanization requires that the BITE #2
module be modified rather ti.ni the BITE C there is rno
space on BTE #1 for the added relay, therefore a spare
BITE #2 board will have to be provided to GE for modification.
In this mechanization, the original DELS BITE circuits are
never energized; i.e., BITE is nevier armed, if desired the
+28 V used to excite relay KI could be interrupted by the
THROTTLE STOP switch. (Not desired by B/V.)

REV A Boeing/Verto1 b'as reviewed, and changes requested have been

incorporated.

$ reard y:W. E. Chace' 14Jre Reviewed Ly: D. Hogan

VEM- affects (check) Action Required_____________
EDelivery oSpecification c.afety flGround Support Equip.
Spares I Reliability lnstallation Operating Procedures
;-JIG hc t -cnrformance *Publications Overhaul XLethod; 4

Jost L.MaiiitL-inaoility interchan-nbil!tty

NOTF: This yEM co not provide or ,ny change in contractual rqici~t.
~ -Any chainge that may re:;uit frc!- this VFZ., i.; :;txhiJ!ct to air~nol.

be~ ween loe~ n-1 'urchat; irg ;'ndl . . ark,:Lin :intJ ior to iif I'l 0:1
of ;I cont rdcl:'al chianco'.
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VEM No. CH 47 GE-01 REV A

Successful completion of the delta P LVDr test will be
indicated on the Failure/Status panel by the presence
of all four actuator location failure LEDS and the
delta PRESS LVDT LED. Successful completion of the
FORCE FIGHT test will be indicated by the presence
of all four actuator location failure LEDS and the
FORCE FIGHT (formerly MIXER) LED on the Failure/Status
panel. J4 pins 31 and 32 have been selected by GE,
please indicate your concurrence. (B/V concurs.)

ii

1
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VEM NO. CH-47 GE-01 REV A

MODIFICATION TO DEL CONTROL UNIT -- GE P/N 292E325G2
.4-.SN 73003

FOR FLY-BY-WIRE BACKUP DEMONSTRATION

*. REV A I. DELETE THE FOLLOWING RUNS OR PORTIONS OF RUNS:

1. A7-37(iA1 8A1-40

2. A7-40 A12-36 A12-39 D
3. A6-37( ~73A13-40

4' 4 A6-0 ~DELETE CIRCLED
5. A-37~i~A1-4OCONNECT ION1 6. A5-40 A14-36i~7

7. A4-37(Aij;-3YA15-40

8. A4-40 A15-36 I5393

9. A2-44 A2-13 A17-13 JI-25

10. A16-40 A18-9I11. A3-40 A1-9

12. A17-40 A17-14 A2-14 JI-31

13. A3-54 Al-li

14. A16-54 A18-11

15. A16-44 AIO-92

16. A3-44 A10-41

17, AIO-21 A12-26 A13-26 A11-26 A15 -26 L

~ ~1~V. -105
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VE14 No. CH 47 GE-Ol REV A

I. ADD TH FOLLOWYIG RUNS:

1. A2-44 A3-40 A16-40, J1-25

2. A17-44 A16-54 A3-54, Jl-31

3. A12-10 A12-39

4. A13-10 A13-39

5. A14-10 A14-39

*6. A15-10 A15-39

7. A12-38 A13-38 A14-38 A15-38 J5-38 A.lo-3o

8. J5-39 31-3 (28 red)

10. A19-35 J4-39 A4-41 A4-43 A4-49

U1. A4-38 J6-6

12. A4-40 J7-6

13. J4-42 J8-53

14. A4-48 J8-44

15. A4-31 E2 (28 bik)

16. A4-32 A1O-4

17. AIO-59 All-59 (28 red)

18. AIO-95 A12-7
A19. AIO-96 A13-7

20- AIO-97 A14-7
21. A10-98 A15-7

23. AI-24CA35
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VEM NO. CHI 47 CE-01lREV A

M1ODIFICATlONS TO CIRCUIT MODULES
FOR FLY-BY-WIRE BACK UP DEMONSTRATION

I. MODULE: ACTIVTE SERVO LOOP

PN 292E333G2

SN 72L0008, 9, 10, 11, 12

REV A 1. Deleted

2. Delete the following:
CR14
R6 2
R6 1
E4-E5 jumper
Ell-E12 jutaper
Q7

3. Add jumpersU3-1, U3-2, U3-5, U3-6; U2-14 to
u2-1;Q7E to Q7C

4. Add resistor R128 on terminals, 130 K.

5. Add potentiometer R129, 5K
connect red lead to R128
connect green lead to +12V
connect yellow lead to -12V

ON SN 72L0008 ONLY:

6. Delete R10, R119, Cl, C2
add terminals EXl, connect to R9

EX2, connect to R21
EX3, connect to gnd

7. Change R21 from 200K to 10K

II. MODULE:MODEL SERVO LOOP

6PN 292E334G2
SN 72L0008, 9, 10, 11, 12

A1. Change R55 and R56 from 49.9 K to 20.5 K
2. Delete Q7
3. Add jumper Q7-E to Q7-C.
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VEM NO. CH 47 GE-0l REV A

III. MODULE:STICK MIXER

PN 292E332G2
SN 72L0004, 5, 6

REV A 1. Change R44 from 80.6 K to 121 K
2. Change R140 from 64.9 K to 97.6 K
3. Add connection Ul-13 to Ul-7.

IV. MODULE BITE #2

PM 292E335G2
SN 72L0003, 4

I1. Add relay Ki, M5757/80-018
2. Add diode CR14, JAN11U645, on terminals of 1(1.
31. Connect 1(1 as shown on figure 1.
4. Add resistor, R32, connect to P1-30 and gnd.

V. MOJDULE:RELAY

PM 113D8668G1
SN 72L0003, 4

1. Add tha following jumpers:

K(2-3 to K2-6'I 1K4-3 to K4-6
K6-3 to K6-6
K8-3 to K8-6
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VEM NO. CH-47 GE-01 REV A

I BITE 2 MODULE A12951
3 1096

I 13To A13-7

2 To A14-7
8 8981

- '-~-- To A15-7

TO + 25V 12.
J4-31 AP LVDT 59

< 014 Ct:_- - . -.. < <00 '6
G O SB J4-32 R32 1K 2%

\/30

SlA

< TO A12-38
--0 J5-.38 > TO A13-38

FORCE FIGHT TO A14-38

'A4J5-39

-- > TO A15-38

TO+5V

FORCE FIGHT K

OFF

W-7SI-BITE SWITCH -DPDT C OFF, SPRING LOADED TO CENTER POSITION

FIGURE B-I. CONNECTION DIAGRAM FBW BACKUP BITE

-: "109



VEM NO. CHI 47 GE-O2

$BOEING -GENERAL ELE( ",.TC IIL1IS FCS DATE 14 October 1975

VJ;NDOII 1:WGINErRlNGM OADU (VEM)

In reply refer to
VEM No. & subject.

To: The Boeing Compan,
VcrLo. IDiVLSion
Box 16858
1'hiladclphLa , P~a. 19142

Attention: R. L. Pow,!t1

Subject; CHI 47 FBW BACKUP MODIFICATION TESTS

Reference: EWR dated 8/27/75

The following checks and tests on the modified control unit and

circuit boards have been performed successfully.

Wiring Checks

1. Wire check frame wiring mods for proper ideletions and
additions per VEM No. CHI 47 GE-01 Rev A.

2. Visual inspection and wire check of modified circuit boards
for proper modification and wonkmanship.

Electrical Tests

I. A P Bias Pots

1. with the aP input signal at null,ret the bias pots fully
CW and measure VDC at AP test points J1-35, 39, 43, 47.

Limits: +1.754/+1.938
1.846 +51A

Prepared by: W. E. Chac& A)C Reviewed by: D. Hogan

VEM affects (check) Action Required______________

Delivery Specification S.afety FlGround Support Equip.
*Spares Reliability installation Operating Procedures

Weight Performance Publications Overhaul M~ethods
Cost Test Maintiinability Interchanceability

NOTE: This VEM does n~ot provide for any change in contractual requirements.
Any change that nay result from this VEM is subject to aqrcemrent
between floeanq Purchasing and G.F. Marketing prior to initiation
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CH 47 GE-02

2. Set the AP bias pots fully CCW and repeat the
above measurements.

Limits: -1.754/-1.938
(-1.846 +5 1

3. Set the A P bias pots to null the DC voltage at the AP
test points.

DATA
Bd. S/N ACT. LOC Test Point CW CCW

9 FR JIl-35 +1.816 -1.843

10 FL Jil-39 +1.829 -1.832

11 AR I-43 +1.841 -1.822

12 AL JI-47 +1.853 -1.804

8 Spare +1.846 -1.815

"III. Failure Detection Inhibits

Cause the following conditions to occur one at a time, none
of the conditions shall cause an actuator failure or an
actuator location LED on the Failure/Status panel.

1. SPT input command difference > 10%, each of 4 axes.

2. Spool position vs current comparator hardover,
each of 4 actuators.

3. Active current vs model current comparator hardover,
each of 4 actuators.

4. Actuator position LVDT secondary open, each of 4 actuators.

5. Actuator postion LVDT secondary short to LVDT excitation,
each of 4 actuators.

III. A P Force Fight Detector Tests

Vary the A P input pot in the EXTEND and RETRACT directions
while monitoring the mixer LED and the selected ACTUATOR

LOCATION LED on the failure/status panel. Record the AP AC~~~input voltage which causes the leds to illuminate. [ o

Limits: 0.937 VRMS +5% = 0.890/0.983 M;
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CH 47 GE-02

Bd. S/N Actuator Location Extend Retra~ct

9 FR 0.947 0.917

10 FL 0.950 0.9111111 AR 0.946 0.918
12 AL 0.944 0.918

8 Spare 0.947 0.922

IV. Gain -- AFOS Input to Long and Direct LMTD Output

1. Longitudinal

Apply +10 VTDC to LONG A AFCS buffer, measure outputs
at LM4TD LONG test points Jl-16 and J1-80. Calculate gain.

Gain Limits: -0.2102 +2%~ = -0.206/-0.2144

3d. Long Jl-16 Jl-80 J1-16 JI-80
S/N Input Output Output Gain Gain

5 &r~-9.937 +2.129 +2.128 -0.21(;u' -0."099
6 (+9.961 -2.062 -2.049

2. Direct 025

Apply +10 VDC to DIRECT A AFCS buffer, measure outputs
at LNTD DIRECT test points Jl-18 and J1-82. Calculate gai~n.

Gain Limits: -0.1957 +2%/ -0.1918/-0.1996



CH 47 GE-02

Bd. Direct Jl-18 Jl-82 JIl-18 Jl-80
SIN Input Output  Output Gain Gain

5 & -9.940 +1.985 +1.985
6 +9.961 -1.903 -1.896

-9.941 +1.982 -0.1954
+9.958 -1.907

V. BITE Tests

NOTE: These tests were performed twice, once with S/N 3 Relay
and BITE #2 modules and once with the spare relay and
BITE #2 modules.

1i. Set up test bench in normal cortAition with no failures.1 jApply ground to J4-32. Note that the AP LVDT and all
Four actuator location leds illuminate on the Failure/
Status panel and that channel "I FAIL" lamp on the Pilot
Status panel illuminates. Remove ground from J4-32,
reset the F/S panel, all leds go OUT.

2. Apply +5 VDC to J5-38, note that the MIXER led and all
four actuator location leds illuminate, and that the
channel "I FAIL" lamp on the Pilot Status panel illuminates.
Rotate the actuator select switch through the four locations
while noting that the shutoff valve "I" lamp is on and
the '1211 lamp is OFF in each location.

At each location jumper the J4 connector pins specified
21 and note that the "2" lamp illuminates while the jumper

connection is made.

AFT LEFT J4-48 to J4-49
FWD LEFT Jb-40 to J4-41
FWD RT J4-38 to J4-39
AFT RT J4-42 to J4-43

Remove +5V from J5-38, reset F/S panel all leds go OUT.
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APPENDIX C
H H-47C WB TEST METHODS

This section describes the methods used to cbtain static,dynamic

and time history data. A list of instrumentation parameters
and data on test equipment used is also given.

1. Test Setups;

A. Static Testing - Static tests are conducted to assess
the system gains, linearity, and hysteresis under
static conditions. (Figure C-i)

Figure 19 is a ty:ical static plot. The hysteresis
is the primary factor used in this program to compare
perfcrmance of the electrical and mechanical systems.

!-iysteresis is a measure of the system's capability to
pass small signals. Plots are .nade at full control
travel and small control displacoments (10 x sensitivity)
to show performance variations with stroke. The small
signal response is the best measure of hysteresis
effects on ability to stabilize the aircraft.

slots are made by moving the cockpit control slowly
and plotting the upper boost or fly-by-wire driver
actuat-r motion (Y axis) versus the control motion
(X axis) using an X-Y plotter.

Plots were made for normal condition and failure
conditions as indicated in Figure C-1.

B. Dynamic Testing - Dynamic tests are conducted to assess
system response to sinusoidal inputs to the Stability
Augmentation System (SAS). Performance is measured in
terms of the frequency response of the system. Fre-
quency response is measured in terms of amplitude ratio

(expressed in decibels) and phase shift (expressed in
degrees phase lead). Figure 23 is a typical frequency
response plot. See Figure C-2 for the test setup.

Amplitude ratio in decibels is defined as:

20 log (Output/Input)

Amplitude ratio is usually normalized by referencing
0-db to the expected gain,a 0-frequency. To plot the
curves in this report, the DC gain was measured by
putting a large amplitude low-frequency sine waveA into the system and using the measured gain in db to
normalize the data.
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Phase lead is a measure of the delay between input
and output. No delay would be 360 degrees phasa lead.•
The primary criterion used to measure performance in
this report was phase lead at low frequency. This is
a good indication of hysteresis or dead band effects
in the system.

Axmplitude ratio changes are also a measure of parfor-
mance, but do not affect stability as much as phase
shift.

For a linear system, amplitude ratio and phase shift
are directly related; but since we have nonlinearities
in the system (like friction), they are not always
directly related.

Response was referenced to SAS input. Measurements
were made at the SAS actuator motion transducer (FBW
input), fly-by-wire driver motion transducer, and
upper boost motion transducer. The contribution of

*each part of the system can be assessed by subtracting
the gain and phase variation from its output to its
input.

Performance was measured using a frequency response
analyzer which directly calculates gain in db and
displays phase shift in degrees. If desired, the
results may be plotted directly on an X-Y plotter.

C. Time Histories - System response to pilot control
moti ns was also recorded as a function of time on
a strip chart recorder.

Figure c-3 shows the test setup. This method was used
*to show failure effects and differential pressure
Fresponse to control motions.

p Figure 30 is a typical time history response.

2. Instrumentation

V. Since the fly-by-wire system contains transducers for the
measurement of position and differential pressure, the
only external instrumentation required was that necessary
to measure upper boost motion.

Instrumentation parameters and the arsociated gains are
given in Table C-l. Table C-2 gives kinematics of the
347 control system.
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Control position, axis command, and SAS actuator position
have been converted to equivalent pilots grip motion.

Fly-by-wire parameters may be related to upper boost by
the MA shown (i.e., upper boost motion is approximately
twice fly-by-wire actuator motion).

Parameters contained within the fly-by-wire system are
brought on the test connector and accessed through the
preflight test set. Upper boost motions are measured
using potentiometers, signal conditioned and accessed
through a patch panel.

3. Test Equipment

Major items of test equipment used are listed below:

a. XY Plotter

Moseley Model 2D, S/N 340500

b. Frequency Response Analyzer

Schlumberger ErRII70

c. Frequency Response Analyzer Plotter Interface

Schlumberger Solartron 1180

d. Strip 1hart Recorder (8 Channel)

Brush Instruments Mark 200

e. DC Nullmeter

Hewlett Packard 419A

f. AC Voltmeter

Hewlett Packard 400D

g. Scope

Tektronic 561A
Type 72 Dual Trace Amp.4 Type 67 Time Base

h. instrumentation Package

Boeing S/K 24918
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APPENDIX D
ADDITIONAL DATA ON MECHANICAL SYSTEM

(FLY-BY-WI-RE DISCONNECTED)_
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APPENDIX E
ADDITIONAL DATA ON SELECTED CONFIGURATION
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